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Oggún Midwest Tour

Here’s your chance to see a live demo of the Oggún Tractor.
We’re hitting the road March 29th, tractor in haul. Come to one
of these farms or let us know and we’ll come to you.

“It’s not a tractor, it’s
a way of thinking”
Eddy Michel Conrado Atencio (Havana
International Fair, 2014)

Follow link to interactive map

March 30
Far Valley Farm
Amesville, OH
2:00 pm
April 1
Silverthorn Farm
9870 North 430 W
Rossville, IN 46065
10:00am-12:00pm
April 3
Harrison Market Farms
9024 Harrison Road
Winnebago, IL
1:00-3:00 pm
April 4
Stone Circle Farm
N1749 Yerges Road
Reeseville, WI
10:00am-3:00pm

April 5
Featherstone Farm
43090 City Park Rd,
Rushford, MN
10:00am-12:00pm
April 7
The Farm
24618 State Hwy 15,
Hutchinson, MN
10:00am-12:00pm
April 10
Rolling Acres Farm
59624 Chicago Road, Atlantic, IA
5:00-7:00 pm
April 11
ISU Horticulture
Research Station
55519 170th St. Ames, IA

April 12
Grow Johnson County
Farm
4811 Melrose Ave. Iowa
City, IA
3:00-6:00 pm

April 14
University of Missouri
Bradord Research Station
4968 Rangeline Road,
Columbia, MO
2:00 pm
Be sure to share
with friends, post
on Facebook and
tweet to spread
the word!!
#OggunMWTour
Thank you,
Cleber Team
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Oggun International Business Partners
Abel Girma
XSyn Corporation

Being of Ethiopian heritage, I have always been concerned about ways to improve food production in Ethiopia.
Ethiopia’s agricultural sector is very suitable to agriculture (i.e., rich in water resource, very young population,
and abundant arable land), and yet it is challenged to achieve food security. Ethiopia’s agricultural transformation and its long-term food security depends on the success of the agricultural sector, which remains to be the
predominant contributor to the country’s GDP, and small-holder farmers are the backbone for the sector. However, it is challenged by inadequate mechanization at every level of the agricultural value chain. The Ethiopian
government realizes that and has put in place a policy to address this during GTP-II (Growth and Transformation
Plan 2). Hence, this opened up an opportunity for XSyn to get involved to do our part and help close the gap in
mechanization . . . That is where we see the Oggun Tractor playing an important role by addressing this gap.
I believe the Oggun Tractor, with its Open System Manufacturing (OSM) model could be a major contributor to
Ethiopia’s agricultural transformation. Because of the simplistic design of the tractor and the OSM model, we
plan to assemble and make some components of the tractor in Ethiopia, thereby strengthening Ethiopia’s manufacturing sector and providing a sustainable, reliable and affordable product. Most importantly, for any mechanization to be successful in a developing country like Ethiopia, it has to include the small-holder farmers and the
proven usefulness of the Oggun Tractor. The market potential for the tractor can be in thousands per year.
XSyn has partnered with a major steel manufacturer in Ethiopia which provides a mass production capability to
serve the Ethiopian and East African market. XSyn is currently importing a complete Oggun tractor with all of its
implements for field trials throughout the country. In the meantime, XSyn and its partners will continue to work
with the Ethiopian government, co-operative farms, donor organizations and development banks to make them
aware of the unique product and devise a way to get the product to small-holder farmers. Because without all
the stake holders support, affordability of the product can still be out of reach for these farmers.
XSyn, Inc., is a professional services and consulting company based in California. XSyn provides engineering, consulting, and supply chain management services to multiple industries. XSyn has extensive experience working in
Ethiopia, and last year it became an agent for CleBer, LLC., for importing, assembling, distributing, and providing
after sales support of the Oggun tractor in Ethiopia.

ETHIOPIA
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International Business Partners, continued
Cisse Kane
US MCA Trading Group
I was born in the late 1960s, in the Capital City of Dakar, Senegal, in West Africa. I was one of ten
siblings. My parents had five boys and five girls. We were raised in a five bedroom rambler, where
we were taught strong values, good ethics, and decency. Primary focus was placed on education.
We all attended schools and I am very proud of our accomplishments.
Senegal was a French colony that gained independences in 1960. Education was free for all citizens,
including college. After high school, I was accepted in the field of Natural Science; however
frequent strikes and overcrowded classes became a problem for me. After a semester at Dakar
University, I decided I wanted to study in the United States. Though, my father responded that the
costs were more than he could manage. As an alternative, he suggested I study in France where my
sister lived. Finally, he agreed to pay the tuition for English classes in the U.S. A friend who had
won the green card lottery also offered to help. So, with a large part of my parents’ savings, I
applied for a student visa.
In November 1991, I began my studies in the U.S. I attended Lado International ESL, the University
of the District of Columbia, and I graduated from Howard University with a Bachelor’s degree in
Information Systems, and Science. While attending college as a full-time student, I also worked in a
grocery store. It changed my life. I was able to pay for my education, but more importantly, I met
my lovely wife, a State Department employee. We have been blessed with two sons, and I am
proud to be an American. This country gave me the opportunity to be educated, and I am so
honored to have enjoyed it’s many offerings.
Senegal is the most peaceful and democratic country in West Africa. The government holds well
organized elections that are both fair and democratic. But, Senegal struggles with healthcare,
education, infrastructure, and sustainable agriculture. Healthcare access is not readily accessible
except in Dakar. Higher education lacks proper funding. While natural resources are plentiful,
manufacturing is almost non-existent, therefore imports into Senegal outnumber exports. While
the land is fertile, nine months of drought each year negatively affects production, thus, water
conservation and irrigation are challenging. Because of the dry conditions, along with
deforestation, at least a third of the population lives in the city of Dakar or its suburbs.
Most farmers own less than three hectares (3 football fields) of farm land, nor do most have the
basic resources needed in a farming operation. The main crops of Senegal include peanuts, millet,
and corn. The work is back breaking with only donkeys and cows to help increase productivity.
Most of the tools available are old and do not help to increase output. The government supplies
seeds to the farmers, and the newly elected President, Macky Sall, is focusing on food security by
enabling farmers access to grants. His top focus is on sustainable and increased production through
education and mechanization. The engine for development of agriculture in sub-Saharan Africa is
affordable, easy to maintain, and low operating cost equipment.
(Continues on Page 8)
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International Business Partners, continued
Bruce Cooper
SOTA Tractors Pty. Ltd.
I see in the Australian market a growing trend towards sustainable farming. There is a heightened awareness of the
benefits of eating organically grown, non-genetically manufactured fruits and vegetables.
Where most large scale farms still rely on chemical herbicides, fertilizers, and pesticides, there are many small scale,
organic, family and cooperative farms evolving into commercial operations. Often starting off as hands-on-the-land
style farms, to become commercially viable these farms need to find ways to improve productivity. This can be done
with the assistance of outside labor and WWOOFers, the introduction of more sophisticated hand tools and cultivation
and pest control systems, or with the introduction of powered machines. Enter the Oggun Tractor!
Based on the Allis Chalmers Model G, the Oggun has retained the essential character of the G’s iconic design. Although
the G was not the first row crop tractor, it certainly introduced a unique combination of features to the market:
A small format row crop tractor (only 10hp at the time).
A rear engine giving excellent traction for it’s diminutive size.
Tubular space frame offering excellent visibility of the working surface below.
Offset steering shaft to enhance visibility.
Custom designed, center and rear mounted implements.
Impressive turning circle aided by split braking and extreme wheel lock.
Like so many great products, the simplicity of the G’s design belies the thought that went into creating it. Had it not
been for changing trends in farming, the G would have seen greater success for Allis Chalmers.
The G reminds me of the iconic Lotus 7. A sports car that can still stand proud with modern cars, for its’ purity of design, so much so that there are many replicas being made around the world, consistent with the original format. The
same is true of the G, and CleBer’s re-engineering of the G is an impressive work of modernization, while retaining the
integrity of the original design. CleBer has not only re-engineered the G but has asked the market to rethink the way
tractors are manufactured and marketed. With its’ open source manufacturing model and new ways of making tractors available to farmers in developing countries, CleBer is offering us a new way of doing business, based on the greater good rather than profit as the primary focus.
Looking at the Oggun from a “developed country’s” point of view, this tractor will appeal to a niche market. It will never displace the traditional utility tractor, nor should it. It is designed to grow crops, first and foremost. What it offers is
a machine which touches the earth lightly and provides a platform for a range of specialized ground engaging tools, at
an affordable price.
Furthermore, the platform offers users the ability to design new implements and share the designs or manufacture them for
sale . . .the way Apple made the iPhone platform available for apps. There are many crops grown in varying soils, terrains
and climates, requiring different methods of cultivation. The Oggun will benefit from the development of implements
which touch the ground as lightly as it does, in varying conditions. We look forward to these new developments.
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Cleber International Update
South American Distribution
Javier Matos and his partner Orlando Seguin are two Miami based businessmen who have signed up to be CleBer Oggun
Distributors for Peru, Brazil, and Columbia. The two men have already purchased and shipped two Oggun tractors that
will be used for their local marketing and customer demos in Peru. Javier and Orlando see huge potential for the small
farmers in Central and South America using the Oggun tractor and they are moving quickly to get their business started.
They have a new 15,000 square foot office and warehouse building under construction in Huancayo City, Peru which will
be used for the assembly of the Oggun tractors for the three countries. Training on the assembly process for their staff,
at our Fyffe, Alabama factory, will begin soon.
Javier and Orlando see the CleBer business model as an opportunity to not only bring a much needed product to the local
markets, but also a benefit to the local economy through jobs created by local assembly , and in the future local manufacturing. Local marketing efforts are well underway with planned visitors from Brazil and Colombia already scheduled to
see the tractor and understand its capabilities. They are also participating in several Agriculture Fairs and Events in the
three countries.
We wish Javier and Orlando the best as they get their new business started, and we look forward to seeing the Oggun
Tractor being used by small farmers in Peru, Brazil, and Columbia.

Cleber Corner
Dear friends,

If you haven’t gone to see the movie Hidden Figures yet, you need to. There are many aspects of the movie that are
both telling of the times and inspirational, but my favorite part was one simple conversation. Character Al Harrison,
head of the engineering research group, was talking with the main character Katherine Johnson after a successful orbit
around the earth. With the intensity of beating the Russians in the Space Race laying heavy pressure on the whole
team, Al said, “Think we can make it to the moon?” Katherine confidently responds, “We’re already there.” The two
shared a passion that was so strong that to them their vision was an inevitable reality.
Sometimes it’s difficult for people to understand, but for us at Cleber, the vision of a regional food system where local
production and consumption are in harmony, is a reality. It’s a food system where small farmers have a reliable marketplace to sell their products locally. Its focus is value rather than volume or price. It’s a new local economy that revitalizes small family-owned businesses, makes healthy food affordable and binds communities together. This vision is
our shared passion and the core of our efforts.
This brings me to my second favorite quote of the movie. “We all get there together or we don’t get there at all.” We
spend lots of time and energy learning and understanding what it’s going to take to make it happen – from production
to connective technology, and education to marketing. Though we have built and presented plans (http://
thinkoggun.com/rebirth-of-family-farm), we have yet to implement. This tells us that we have more work to do. Many
people reading this have a far deeper understanding of the various aspects of this new system than we do. We ask for
your help in “getting there.” If the vision is real to you too, give us a call. If you’re confused, but at least curious, give us
a call. We need to hear your thoughts, perspectives and experiences because progress is the culmination of many
minds and buckets of sweat.
Talk to you soon,
Locky
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University Highlight:

Virginia State
The Virginia State University’s Cooperative Extension Small Farm Outreach Program focuses on providing
small and limited-resource farmers with experiential knowledge, applied research and demonstration to
increase farm profitability and promote sustainability. One of the primary ways that we accomplish this is
through our 43,560 demonstration project which allows farmers to net gross sales of $43,560 per
acre. We also conduct local demonstrations throughout the 64 counties within Virginia that we serve.
While researching new alternative farm equipment that would help small farmers operate more efficiently
and reduce labor costs, we discovered the Oggun tractor. And, after attending multiple demonstrations
where we were able to see the Oggun in use and after speaking with the tractor’s designer and staff, we
decided to purchase one for own use.
One of the primary benefits of the Oggun tractor is its size and ability to maneuver easily within small
spaces with its almost zero-turn operation. It is lightweight and easy to transport. And, maintenance requires simple tools. The Oggun is more versatile and affordable than other tractors similar in size and
function that we considered.
This year, our Small Farm Outreach Program is also focusing on biodegradable plastic mulch as an alternative to traditional plastic options because of it is environmentally friendly and leaves less of a footprint. We have purchased a walk-behind planter that will assist with direct seeding into the plastic
mulch. We look forward to sharing our findings soon.

Virginia State University
Petersburg, VA
Founded March 6, 1882
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Where to find an Oggun Tractor
We are happy to announce that since the Grand Opening of our Manufacturing Facility, on November 30,
2016, to this spring, we have tractors all over the country. The pins on the map indicate where the Oggun
Tractors have found homes. Let us know if you’d like to visit a tractor nearby. To view the on-line interactive
map, please copy and paste the following hyperlink:

<iframe src="//www.googletagmanager.com/ns.html?id=GTM-K88QWP" height="0" width="0"
style="display:none;visibility:hidden"></iframe>

Legend:
Red Pin—Individual Owner
Blue Pin—Organization/
University

Organizations/Universities
Virginia State University
Stone Barns Center for Food and Agriculture
Cornell University
Maine Organic Farmers and Gardeners Association
Colorado State University
New Mexico State University
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International Business Partners, continued
(Cesse Kane Continued from Page 3)

Rice is the mainstay of a Senegalese diet, 90% of which is imported. Senegal’s goal is to produce its own
rice. Rice production, in the northern part of the country, is already increasing. Young Farmers are encouraged to grow rice through government grants and financial support.
Last fall I saw that President Obama was in Cuba meeting with Raul Castro. During the newscast, the
Oggun Tractor was spotlighted as a low cost, low maintenance tractor made with open source parts, engineered to help the Cuban farmers mechanize their operations. I immediately realized the significance
it could have in Senegal and rural Africa. I contacted CleBer about becoming a distributor for the Oggun
Tractor in Africa. Last summer I met with government officials in Niger, Nigeria, Guinea, and Senegal and
discussed the practicality of the Oggun Tractor—low cost, low maintenance, and the first open source
manufactured tractor and parts in the world. The outlook for this equipment is promising and bright.
I am so grateful for the American ingenuity that Mr. Horace and CleBer bring to the table of engineers.
The open source manufacturing concept is a game changing innovation for emerging countries, like Senegal. I like to call Oggun’s “new way of thinking”, Forward Thinking. I cannot thank CleBer enough for this

“The only truly dependable production
technologies are those that are sustainable over the long term. By the very definition, they must avoid erosion, pollution,
environmental degradation, and resource
waste. Any rational food-production system will emphasize the well-being of the
soil-air-water biosphere, the creatures
which inhabit it, and the human beings
who depend upon it.”

Cleber/Oggún Tractors
3400 Coúnty Road 10
Paint Rock, AL 35764
Horace: 256-655-8792
Locky: 256-224-5939
Jeff:
jeff.adams@cleberllc.com

Eliot Coleman
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